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By Kent A. Wilson*
Nebraskans, Lawyers, & the Law:
A Two-Year Reportt
In January 1979, the Nebraska State Bar Association and the
University of Nebraska College of Law initiated a continuing re-
search program designed to assess the extent and nature of legal
problems facing Nebraskans, the role attorneys play in assisting
the public in dealing with these problems, and the perceptions
held by Nebraskans of attorneys and the legal system. The re-
search program has been operational for two years, collecting data
from Nebraska residents across the state through the use of a six-
page, two-hundred item questionnaire entitled Nebraskans, Law-
yers, & the Law' (NLL Questionnaire).
The NLL Questionnaire was developed to examine the follow-
ing areas: (1) the frequency of occurrence of specific types of
problems in which legal help or advice could be sought; (2) the
frequency of occasions in which legal assistance was actually
sought for these problems; (3) the attitudes of Nebraskans on spe-
cific issues relating to the performance, ethics, and practices of at-
torneys; (4) the perceptions of Nebraskans as to the necessity
and/or desirability of obtaining legal help in dealing with specific
problem types; (5) the general frequency of attorney usage and
satisfaction; (6) the manner in which clients choose attorneys; and
(7) clients' perceptions and estimations of attorney fees. In addi-
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1. The Nebraskans, Lawyers, & the Law Questionnaire is presented in full as
Appendix A infra [hereinafter referred to as the NLL Questionnaire].
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tion, the questionnaire solicited data regarding the issues of legal
insurance, attorney advertising, and lawyer referral services. This
article summarizes the general findings of the first two years of the
project.
L RESEARCH PROCEDURE AND RESPONSE RATES
On June 8, 1979, four hundred NLL Questionnaires were mailed
to Nebraska residents who had been selected randomly from cur-
rent telephone directories covering the entire state. On June 1,
1980, an additional four-hundred questionnaires were sent to resi-
dents who had been selected in the same manner. For both mail-
ings the state was divided into six geographical districts (see
Appendix B) with the number of questionnaires sent to each dis-
trict corresponding to the percentage of the state's population re-
siding in that district.2 The "questionnaire package" included: (1)
the NLL Questionnaire; (2) a cover letter from the Nebraska State
Bar Association and the College of Law explaining the nature of
the study; and (3) a pre-paid return envelope. A follow-up letter
was sent approximately one week later asking for the recipient's
cooperation in responding to the questionnaire.
Of the eight hundred questionnaires sent, forty-six were re-
turned as undeliverable (i.e., addressee unknown, addressee de-
ceased, no forwarding address).3 Of the 754 remaining
questionaires, 25.8% of the addressees responded.4 Given the
length and complexity of the NLL Questionnaire, a response rate
of 25.8% falls within the range of statistical expectation.5 The rep-
resentativeness, and consequently the validity of the responding
2. Data concerning the population of the various state districts was obtained
through the courtesy of the Bureau of Sociological Research, Department of
Sociology, University of Nebraska, I WrrE, DESIGNS, PROCEDURES, INSTRU-
isENTs AND FoRMs FOR THE 1978 NEBRASKA ANNUAL SOCIAL INDICATORS SUR-
VEY at Table 3 (1978) (based on an estimated 1977 population); and the
Bureau of Business Research, College of Business Adminstration, University
of Nebraska, V. STEPP, 1970 NEBRASKA POPULATION COUNTS--REVISED 90
(1977) (Copies of these reports are on file with the Nebraska Law Review).
See also Appendix B infra.
3. Twenty questionnaires were returned in the 1979 sample, and 26 in the 1980
sample.
4. Responses were received from 104 residents in 1979, and 90 residents in 1980.
The response rates per year were 27.9% for 1979 and 24% for 1980. The differ-
ing response rate can be attributed to the fact that the 1979 sample was sent
by first-class mail, and the 1980 sample by bulk-rate mail. Because the U.S.
Postal Service does not forward bulk-rate mail, a higher percentage of the
1979 sample is presumed to have received the questionnaire.
5. See Carpenter & Brooks, Increasing Mail Questionnaire Response: A Four-
state Comparison, 39 Ai. Soc. REV. 744 (1974); Heberlein & Baumgartner,
Factors Affecting Response Rates to Mailed Questionnaires, 43 AM. Soc. REv.
447 (1978).
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sample, is further strengthened by comparing the demographic
data of the responding sample with demographic parameters or
norms available for the population as a whole. The respondents to
the NLL Questionnaire statistically match the general population
on the salient variables of age, income, education, place of resi-
dence, race, marital status, and family size.6
I1. ACCURACY OF RESULTS
The majority of the findings presented herein are given in per-
centage form. In order to assess the accuracy or precision of the
reported percentages, a sampling error of percentages has been
calculated for a ninety-five percent confidence level based on a
sample size of 194. The formula used was error = 1.96 v,7Th4
The sampling errors associated with various percentages are
shown in Table I.
TABLE I
Approximate Sampling Error of Percentages
Reported Percentage Sampling Error
50 7.0
40 or 60 6.9
30 or 70 6.4
20 or 80 5.6
10 or 90 4.2
5 or 95 3.1
For most items the chances are ninety-five in one hundred that
the "true" population percentages lie within a range equal to the
reported percentage plus or minus the sampling error figure given
in Table I. For example, the survey results indicate that sixty-two
percent of the Nebraskans surveyed have a personal or a family
lawyer. In the "40 or 60" row in Table I, one finds a 6.9% sampling
error associated with a reported percentage of either sixty or forty
percent. One may conclude, therefore, that the chances are
ninety-five in one hundred that the true percentage of Nebraskans
having a personal attorney lies somewhere between 55.1% and
68.9% (62 plus and minus 6.9), with the most probable percentage
being sixty-two percent (the obtained percentage).
Before discussing the results of the study, three points should
be noted. First, the results presented herein represent a compila-
6. For specific demographic statistics of the NLL sample, see Appendix C infra.
[Vol. 60:520
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tion of data collected in both 1979 and 1980. Analysis of the data
revealed very few differences between the 1979 and the 1980 sam-
ple, and consequently a separation of the data by year would not
be helpful. Second, the percentages presented represent only the
percentages of those who responded. On all but a few questions
two or three respondents failed to answer the question or an-
swered it in an inappropriate manner. Non-responders are ex-
cluded from percentage calculations because the percentage of
non-responders did not exceed ten percent for any item. Third, the
findings are reported with reference to the various section of the
NLL Questionnaire. However, in some cases, a response from an-
other section of the questionnaire is included where the subject
matter is closely related to the section under consideration.
I. WHO RESPONDED?
The degree to which participant responses are reflective of the
true state of affairs in the general population depends upon
whether a representative sample was obtained. The initial step in
attempting to insure a representative sampling was to randomly
select questionnaire recipients from all areas of the state in ac-
cordance with population figures for the various state areas.7 After
responses were collected from this pool of theoretically represen-
tative subjects, it was necessary to assess whether those respon-
dents were actually representative. For example, it is possible for
a questionnaire to be so cumbersome or personal that only a select
group of the sample will respond. As the responding group be-
comes more and more select, the validity or "correctness" of gener-
alizing or construing the findings as representative of the entire
population decreases. Appendix C defines the responding sample
and its percentage make-up. These figures were then compared to
model population figures obtained from the Bureau of Sociological
Research at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
Taking all variables into consideration, Nebraskans responding
to the NLL Questionnaire were very representative of the general
Nebraska population.8 However, the following differences should
be mentioned: (1) the percentage of males who responded to the
questionnaire was highly disproportionate to the percentage of
males actually residing in the state;9 (2) the respondents tended to
7. See text accompanying notes 2-6 supra.
8. This conclusion is based on a comparison of the demographic characteristics
of the NLL responding sample, see Appendix C infra, and demographic sta-
tistics available from the Bureau of Sociological Research, Department of So-
ciology, University of Nebraska; see L WHm, supra note 2, passim.
9. A 1977 estimate of Nebraskas population found that 48% of the population
were males, and, of course, 52% were females. L. WHrrE, supra note 2, at
1981]
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be slightly older than the true population, but the only age group
that appeared to show a marked underrepresentation was the
eighteen to twenty-four year-old group; and (3) the respondents'
education and income levels were slightly higher than those of the
general population, but this appears true only at the upper levels
of these scales (i.e., while the "mean" or average level of education
and income generally corresponded to the average for the state,
the NLL sample had more individuals in the highest level of these
ranges than would be found in the general population).
Despite these deviations, overall the NLL sample was quite
good. Generally speaking, the average NLL respondent was a
long-term resident of the state (thirty years or more), male (sixty-
six percent of the sample), and between forty-five and fifty-four
years old. He was likely to be married, with two children (one
away from home), earned $15,000 to $20,000 per year, and had some
college or trade school education. The odds were even as to
whether the respondent lived in a rural or an urban setting.
IV. LEGAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED
Part One of the NLL Questionnaire sought two types of infor-
mation: (1) the frequency of occurrence of various problem situa-
tions for which an individual could reasonably seek legal
assistance or advice; and (2) how often individuals actually seek
legal help when faced with such problem situations.
The range of problem situations in the NLL Questionnaire was
designed to cover as many legally "tainted" life situations as possi-
ble. The areas covered ranged from real estate transactions, to tort
actions, to problems dealing with governmental agencies and in-
fringement of constitutional rights. The problem descriptions
were taken from a prior study conducted by the American Bar As-
sociation Special Committee to Survey Legal Needs and the Amer-
ican Bar Foundation.10 The advantage of duplicating questions
used previously in a national survey is that it serves as a basis for
comparing Nebraskans' legal experiences with a national norm.
Table I lists the various types of legal problems encountered,
the percentage of Nebraskans who reported having experienced
the problem at least once in their lifetime, and the corresponding
percentages from the 1974 national survey. Each problem type is
Table 5. The NLL responding sample variance from these figures (66.5%
male, 33.5% female) can be attributed to the method used in selecting the
sample; random selection from telephone directories. A higher percentage of
males are listed in telephone directories because families generally are listed
under the husband's name.
10. B. CuRRAN, THE LEGAL NEEDS OF THE PUBLC: THE MNAL REPORT OF A NA-
nONAL SURVEY (1977).
[Vol. 60:520
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identified in the left-hand column by the question number it car-
ried in Part One of the NLL Questionnaire (see Appendix A).
TABLE H
Rates of Legal Problem Frequency
Question Problem Type Percentage of Adults Having Had
The Problem at Least Once
NEBRASKA NATION 11
Real Property
1 Acquisition 89.0% 71.0%
2 Interference with ownership 13.4% 5.0%
3 Serious dispute with homebuilder 5.6% 2.0%
4 Serious dispute with home repair
contractor 7.2% 4.0%
Employment Matters
11 Serious difficulty collecting pay
(excluding garnishment) 8.2% 6.0%
12 Job discrimination 11.3% 9.0%
Consumer Matters
5 Eviction 6.7% 4.0%
6 Serious dispute with landlord 9.3% 9.0%
7 Serious dispute on major
purchase 20.1% 14.0%
8 Serious dispute with creditor 13.9% 5.0%
9 Repossession 3.1% 3.0%
10 Garnishment 3.1% 3.0%
Estate Planning and Settlement
4* Wills 51.5% 27.0%
28 Death of spouse 11.3% 10.0%
Marital
27 Divorce 13.9% 15.0%
27 Alimony/Child Support 5.2% 4.0%
Governmental
15 Serious difficulty with municipal
service 8.2% 7.0%
16 Serious difficulty with county
agency 8.8% 5.0%
17 Serious difficulty with state
agency 6.7% 4.0%
18 Serious difficulty with federal
agency 12.4% 5.0%
Torts
19 Serious personal injury to
respondent 14.9% 12.0%
11. Id. at 110, Table 4.8.
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Question Problem Type Percentage of Adults Having Had
The Problem at Least Once
NEBRASKA NATION 11
20 Serious property damage to
respondent 35.6% 40.0%
21 Serious personal injury or
property damage by respondent 7.7% 6.0%
Serious injury to child of
respondent ** 8.0%
22 Crimes by Respondent 5.2% 4.0%
Constitutional Rights
13 Infringement of constitutional
rights 5.2% 8.0%
Juvenile Matters
24 Child of respondent had serious
difficulties with juvenile
authorities 7.2% 6.0%
Respondent has adopted children 6.9% **
Miscellaneous Matters
3 Respondent contracted to have a
home built 27.3% **
4 Respondent contracted to have
major home improvements 47.9% **
5 Respondent has rented property 80.5% **
8 Respondent has borrowed money 79.4% **
14 Bankruptcy 1.5% **
23 Respondent appeared in court as
a defendent in a non-listed
category 8.8% **
26 Respondent appeared in court as
a witness or juror 39.7% **
* The question concerning whether or not the respondent has a will was asked in
Part Six of the NLL Questionnaire.
** Percentages for this variable are not available.
The question concerning adopted children was asked in Part Five of the NLL
Questionnaire.
Table II shows that Nebraskans, were involved in more legally
tainted situations than were the respondents in the 1974 national
sample. Apparently, Nebraskans have been involved in more real
property transactions, both in terms of title acquisitions and inter-
ference with use. However, the heightened number of real estate
transactions is not surprising, given the agricultural base of the
state.
As consumers, Nebraskans appear to experience more difficul-
ties in dealing with creditors and merchants than does the national
[Vol. 60:520
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sample. Over twenty percent of the Nebraskans sampled report
having had a serious dispute with a seller following a major
purchase (e.g., a freezer, boat, car, etc.) compared with the na-
tional average of fourteen percent. In addition, nearly fourteen
percent of the sample reported difficulties in dealing with creditors
on such issues as the amount owed, late charges, payment dates,
and/or other penalty charges. This figure contrasts with the na-
tional average of five percent.
Nebraskans also appear to encounter more difficulties in deal-
ing with governmental agencies. While disputes involving all
levels of government are more frequent for Nebraskans, the most
frequent source of conflict appears to arise in interactions with the
federal government where the percentage of Nebraskans reporting
disputes is over twice the national rate (12.4% in contrast to 5.0%).
Finally, a higher percentage of Nebraskans reported having
wills. Fifty-one percent of the Nebraska sample reported having a
will in contrast to only twenty-seven percent of the national
sample.
While the data in Table II seems to indicate that Nebraskans
have experienced a greater number of legal problems than have
participants in the national sample, two intervening variables may
have contributed to this finding. First, it is possible that the fre-
quency of legal problems has increased nationally since 1974 and
that the figures found in the 1979-80 Nebraska sample are not as
divergent from the current national norms as Table H would sug-
gest. Second, individuals responding to the NLL Questionnaire
were slightly older than the general population. Therefore, it is
possible that the respondents have had more of an opportunity to
/ encounter legal situations than the general population. The extent
to which these variables affect the validity of the findings is un-
clear, but it nevertheless can be concluded that Nebraskans do en-
counter more legal situations involving real property, disputes
with creditors, and will preparation than does the general popula-
tion of the nation.
V. WHEN TO USE A LAWYER?
The number of legal problems experienced by Nebraskans is
not necessarily indicative of their use of attorneys. How busy a
law office is depends upon the inclination of the community to
seek legal counsel as well as the number of legal problems which
arise.12 Although individuals enter into contractual situations on
almost a daily basis (e.g., establishing charge accounts, contracting
12. The "customer flow" of a given law office is, of course, also a function of the
number of attorneys in the given community.
1981]
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for home repairs, renting an apartment), it is clearly not practical
for them to seek legal advice for each transaction. Thus, a high
frequency of transactions does not mandate a high rate of attorney
usage.
Table m presents a list of the various types of legal problems
Nebraskans reported having experienced, and the percentage of
those persons with a legal problem who indicated that they sought
legal advice in connection with it. Figures obtained in the national
sample of 1974 are also presented for comparison. As before, each
problem type is identified in the left-hand column by the question
number it carried in Part One of the NLL Questionnaire.
The results presented in Table I are dramatic; they reveal that
Nebraskans are consistently more prone to seek legal advice than
the 1974 national sample. In eighteen of the twenty-five problem
areas where comparative figures are available, Nebraskans report
seeking legal advice at over twice the rate of the national norm.
Nebraskans also exceed the national rate to a lesser extent in four
additional categories. In only three areas do Nebraskans equal or
fall short of the national rate for seeking legal advice (job discrimi-
nation, will preparation, and alimony/child support problems).
While the figures in Table M seem to indicate a higher percent-
age of attorney usage by Nebraskans, two considerations mandate
caution in interpreting the results. First, a relatively high percent-
age of respondents to the NLL Questionnaire failed to indicate
whether or not they sought legal advice after initially indicating
that they had experienced the particular legal problem. For exam-
ple, on the question of whether they sought legal advice after hav-
ing a serious dispute with a homebuilder, four of the twelve
respondents failed to respond. Of the eight remaining respondents
who reported having had a serious difficulty with a homebuilder,
five (62.5%) reported that they had sought legal advice, and three
(37.5%) reported that they had not. Because one-third (four of
twelve) of the respondents who had this problem did not report
whether legal advice was sought, the reliability of the results be-
comes open to question'
Despite the possible error due to non-responders, it can still be
argued that the percentages in Table MI are accurate. The statisti-
cal argument is that regardless of the fact that four of twelve re-
spondents failed to answer, the percentages reported by the
answering respondents are accurate because there is no reason to
[Vol. 60:520
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TABLE IH
Rates of Attorney Consultation by Problem Type
Percentage of Adults Having
Question Problem Type Sought Legal Advice for the
Problem
NEBRASKA NATION 13
Real Property
1 Acquisition 77.0% 39.0%
2 Interference with ownership 72.7% 28.0%
3 Serious dispute with homebuilder 62.5% 27.0%
4 Serious dispute with home repair
contractor 44.4% 19.0%
Employment Matters
11 Serious difficulty collecting pay
(excluding garnishment) 28.6% 9.0%
12 Job discrimination 0.0% 1.0%
Consumer Matters
5 Eviction 41.6% 23.0%
6 Serious dispute with landlord 43.6% 10.0%
7 Serious dispute on major
purchase 27.6% 7.0%
8 Serious dispute with creditor 22.2% 13.0%
9 Repossession 50.0% 14.0%
10 Garnishment 33.3% 30.0%
Estate Planning and Settlement
4* Wills 85.0% 85.0%
28 Death of spouse 68.1% 31.0%
Marital
27 Divorce 100.0% 69.0%
27 Alimony/Child support 40.0% 61.0%
Governmental
15 Serious difficulty with municipal
service 18.2% 7.0%
16 Serious difficulty with county
agency 53.8% 21.0%
17 Serious difficulty with state
agency 66.6% 20.0%
18 Serious difficulty with federal
agency 42.9% 14.0%
Torts
19 Serious personal injury to
respondent 87.5a 34.0%
20 Serious property damage to
respondent 40.0%a 8.0%
13. B. CuRRAN, supra note 10, at 135, Figure 4.26.
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Percentage of Adults Having
Question Problem Type Sought Legal Advice for the
Problem
NEBRASKA NATION 13
21 Serious personal injury or
property damage by respondent 75.0%a 20.0%
Serious injury to child of
respondent ** 25.0%
22 Crimes by Respondent 87.5% **
Constitutional Rights
13 Infringement of constitutional
rights 33.3% 12.0%
Juvenile Matters
24 Child of respondent had serious
difficulties with juvenile
authorities 41.7% 18.0%
Respondent has adopted children 78.5% **
Miscellaneous Matters
3 Respondent contracted to have a
home built 31.4%
4 Respondent contracted to have
major home improvements 4.0% **
5 Respondent has rented property 7.0% **
8 Respondent has borrowed money 1.4% **
14 Bankruptcy 50.0% **
23 Respondent has appeared in
court as a defendant in a non-
listed category 90.0% **
26 Respondent appeared in court as
a witness or juror **
a Questions pertaining to seeking legal advice for tort actions carried
instructions -to tell whether or not legal advice was sought only if the matter
was not handled by an insurance company and only if the respondent had de-
cided to seek restitution or was being asked to make restitution. The national
survey instructed respondents to tell whether or not legal help was solicited
only if they had no insurance company involvement; i.e., no distinction was
made between those respondents who sought restitution and those who did
not. Consequently, the number of respondents seeking legal advice would be
less due to the larger, less-defined group.
* The question concerning whether or not the respondent sought legal advice in
connection with a will was asked in NLL Part Six.
** Percentages for this variable are not available.
The question concerning obtaining legal advice in connection with the adoption
of children was asked in NLL Part Five.
believe that the percentage of advice seekers versus non-advice
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seekers in the non-respondents is any different. The second and
more viable point to consider in interpreting Table III is that in the
NLL Questionnaire the respondents were asked to report whether
they had ever sought legal advice in connection with the particular
problem. Respondents to the national survey, on the other hand,
were asked to report only whether they had sought advice in con-
nection with the last occurenc.e of the problem. Therefore, it is
entirely possible that the lower national figures resulted from the
respondents seeking legal advice for the same legal problem on
different occasions. The problem can be illustrated as follows: an
individual who reported having been involved in three major dis-
putes with creditors, who sought legal advice on the second occa-
sion, would be classified as an advice seeker for purposes of the
NLL Questionnaire, but not on the national survey.
Given the fact that the lawyer usage figures for Nebraska and
the nation are not directly comparable, two further analyses were
conducted in order to assess (1) the number and types of cases
practicing attorneys in Nebraska might expect to encounter, and
(2) whether types of cases brought to Nebraska attorneys differ
significantly from those brought to attorneys nationally. Analysis
of the number and types of cases brought to Nebraska attorneys
was accomplished through the generation of conditional
probability statements for each of the legal problem types
presented earlier. This form of analysis essentially involves multi-
plying the probability of occurrence of a legal problem by the
probability of the "problem-haver" seeking legal help. The result-
ing figure represents the percentage of persons in the general pop-
ulation of Nebraska who can be expected to seek legal advice for
the particular problem at least once in their lifetime.
A comparison of Nebraska attorney "case-types" with national
"case-types" was accomplished by analyzing the rank order of the
case-type frequency of Nebraska attorneys with that of attorneys
nationally. Table IV presents the results of both analyses. Table
IV contains the problem type (coupled with, as before, the identi-
fying question number), the frequency of problem occurrence
(from Table II), the frequency of attorney consultation (from Ta-
ble III), the number of persons per one thousand population ex-
pected to consult an attorney at least once regarding the problem,
the rank of the expected consultation figure in Nebraska, and the
rank received by the expected consultation figure in the national
sample.
The "rate per 1,000 people" column in Table IV provides a list of
the number of individuals per one thousand persons in the popula-
tion who can be expected to consult an attorney at least once in
their lifetimes for the given legal problem. The list clearly shows
1981]
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TABLE 1V
Expected Lawyer Consultation Rate per 1,000 Population by
Problem Type
Frequencies of Rate per Ranking
Question Problem Type Occurrence a Consultationb 1,000 People Neb. Nation
1 Realty Acquisition 89.0% 77.0% 685 1 1
4* Wills 51.5% 85.0% 437 2 2
20 Property damage 35.6% 40.0% 142 3 5
27 Divorce 13.9% 100.0% 139 4 3
19 Personal injury 14.9% 87.5% 130 5 4
2 Ownership interference 13.4% 72.7% 97 6 7
28 Death of spouse 11.3% 68.1% 77 7 6
21 Tort by respondent 7.7% 75.0% 58 8 11
7 Major purchase dispute 20.1% 27.6% 55 9 12
18 Federal agency dispute 12.4% 42.9% 53 10 19
16 County agency dispute 8.8% 53.8% 47 11 9
22 Crime by respondent 5.2% 87.5% 46 12 **
17 State agency dispute 6.7% 66.6% 45 13 16.5
6 Landlord dispute 9.3% 43.6% 41 14 16.5
3 Homebuilder dispute 5.6% 62.5% 35 15 22.5
4 Home repair dispute 7.2% 44.4% 32 16 18
8 Creditor dispute 13.9% 22.2% 31 17 20
24 Juvenile authorities 7.2% 41.7% 30 18 10
5 Eviction 6.7% 41.6% 28 19 14
11 Pay collection 8.2% 28.6% 23 20 22.5
27 Alimony/support 5.2% 40.0% 21 21 8
13 Constitutional rights 5.2% 33.3% 17 22 13
9 Repossession 3.1% 50.0% 16 23 21
15 Municipal services 8.2% 18.2% 15 24 24
10 Garnishment 3.1% 33.3% 10 25 15
12 Job discrimination 11.3% 0.0% 0 26 25
a The frequency of occurrence of specific legal problems was compiled in Table IL
b The frequency of consultation with attorneys by problem type was compiled in Table II.
* The question pertaining to will preparation was asked in Part Six of the NLL
Questionnaire.
* Statistics available from the 1974 national survey did not include figures pertaining to the
probability of seeking legal advice if one was charged with a crime. Consequently, when
computing the Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient the "Crime by respondent"
rank was dropped from the rankings and the lower ranking problem area ranks were ad-
justed accordingly.
that real property acquisition and will preparation dominate the
categories, with property damage claims, divorce actions, and per-
sonal injury claims being secondary causes for attorney consulta-
tion. By summing the total number of expected cases and dividing
by one thousand (the number of persons providing the cases), it
appears that the average Nebraskan can be expected to seek legal
advice 2.31 times in his or her lifetime. One thousand persons can
be expected to generate 2,310 cases. Assuming that individuals
generally consult attorneys when they (the clients) are between
the ages of twenty-five and seventy, it appears that a practicing at-
torney in Nebraska can expect to encounter 51.3 cases per year per
one thousand community population (2,310 cases spread across
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the forty-five year span). Roughly two-thirds of the cases encoun-
tered will be subsumed under the first five categories of problems
listed in Table IV.
In order to compare the types and frequency of problems en-
countered by Nebraska attorneys with the problems encountered
by attorneys on a national basis, a Spearman rank order correla-
tion analysis was conducted comparing the rank ordering of Ne-
braska problem types with the rank order of the national sample.14
The resulting correlation coefficient of .7657 was significant at the
.001 level indicating that a high degree of correspondence exists
between the Nebraska and the national rankings. The probability
of such a high degree of correspondence existing as a matter of
chance is less than one in one thousand. 5
Even though the frequency and types of cases brought to attor-
neys in Nebraska does not differ significantly from those brought
to attorneys in the rest of the nation on the whole, Table V does
show some marked differences between Nebraska and the nation
with regard to some individual case types. Specifically, Nebras-
kans appear much more prone to seek legal advice regarding dis-
putes with federal agencies and homebuilders than do non-
Nebraskans. On the other hand, Nebraskans are less apt to seek
advice, in cases involving garnishment, infringement of constitu-
tional rights, difficulties with juvenile authorities, and alimony/
child support problems.' 6
VI. DISCRIMINATION, DIVORCE, AND GOVERNMENTAL
SERVICE PATTERNS
In addition to raising questions as to whether certain problem
situations have arisen and whether legal advice was sought, the
NLL Questionnaire also sought information about: (1) specific re-
14. G. SELLERS, ELEMENTARY STATISTICS 384 (1977).
15. Id. at 408.
16. The discrepancy between the NLL sample and the national sample with re-
gard to alimony/child support problems may not be as large as indicated by
Table IV. When scoring the NLL response to the category who "sought legal
advice", only respondents who indicated they consulted a private attorney
were tallied. Of those having alimony/child support problems, 40% went to
their personal attorney, and an additional 30% reported going to the county
or district attorney for assistance (see the discussion of alimony/child sup-
port patterns in the following textual section). Combining the two categories
of legal assistance yields an attorney consultaton rate of 70% which, when
multiplied by the frequency of problem occurrence, elevates the expected
cases per 1,000 population to 36, or from 21st place to 15th place in the rank-
ings. This is still different enough from the eighth place in the national rank-
ing to warrant the conclusion that Nebraskans consult attorneys about
alimony and child support problems less often than the national sample.
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spondent-perceived causes of discrimination; (2) specific infringe-
ments of constitutional rights; (3) types of governmental agencies
involved in disputes with the respondent; and (4) how the re-
pondent dealt with divorce, alimony, and child support problems
in the absence of legal advice.
Job Discrimination: When asked whether they had ever been
denied a job or promotion because of sex, race, age, nationality or
religion, 11.5% of the sample answered yes. Of those discriminated
against, the reasons were as follows:
13.6% Race
27.3% Sex
4.5% Religion
4.5% Motherhood
36.4% Age
4.5% Physical Handicap
9.1% Nationality
Even though 11.5% of the sample felt they had been discriminated
against, none of them sought legal advice.
Constitutional Right Infringement: When asked whether any
other constitutional rights had been violated in either the employ-
ment context or any other context, 5.2% said yes. Those rights
which respondents felt were violated included:
27.3% Property Rights (in divorce)
18.2% Equal Protection
9.1% Right to Strike (employment)
18.2% Parity (farmers)
27.3% Privacy and Fair Hearing
Of those discriminated against, 33.3% sought legal advice in con-
nection with the alleged discrimination.
Municipal Service Problems: When asked whether they had
ever had serious difficulty obtaining municipal services such as po-
lice or fire protection, trash collection, street repairs, traffic control,
or other services like these, 8.2% of the sample said yes. The com-
plaints received for municipal services included:
31.3% Garbage collection
6.3% Snow removal
25.0% Police (non-response)
37.5% Street repair or maintenance
However, only 18.2% of the complainants sought legal advice.
County Agency Problems: When asked whether they had ever
had a serious difficulty or dispute with any municipal or county
agency, such as the zoning board, tax assessor, building inspector,
board of education, housing authority, or other agency, 8.8% of the
sample said yes. County services complained of included:
35.7% Tax assessor
7.1% Zoning and permits
14.3% Permits and inspection
14.3% Board of Education
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14.3% City planning commission
7.1% Community development agency
7.1% OSHA
Legal advice was sought in 55.8% of the cases.
State Agency Problems: When asked whether they had ever
had a serious dispute with a state agency such as the welfare de-
partment, insurance department, department of labor, department
of motor vehicles, or any other state agency, 6.7% of the sample
said yes. State agency services complained of included:
18.2% Unemployment
36.4% Welfare
9.1% Motor Vehicle Department
18.2% Department of Roads
9.1% State Insurance Commission
9.1% State Legislature
Legal advice was sought in 66.6% of the cases.
Federal Agency Problems: When asked whether they had ever
had a serious dispute with a federal agency such as, the Bureau of
Land Management, the Veterans' Administration, the Social Se-
curity Office, the Internal Revenue Service, or any other agency,
12.4% of the sample said yes. Federal agency complaints were di-
rected to:
27.3% Veterans' Administration
40.9% Internal Revenue Service
13.6% Social Security
9.1% Federal Unemployment
9.1% Bureau of Land Management
Legal advice was sought in connection with 42.9% of the
complaints.
Divorce, Alimony, Child Support Problems: When asked
whether they had ever been divorced or legally separated, 13.9% of
the population said yes and all of them sought legal help. Of those
who were divorced 65.5% or 9.8% of the general population, said
they had children under the age of eighteen at the time of the di-
vorce or separation.
Divorcees with children were then asked whether they had ever
had a serious dispute with their former spouse about child cus-
tody, support or alimony payments. Affirmative responses came
from 55.6% of the divorcees with children (37% of divorcees and
5.2% of the general population). The following responses were re-
ceived when divorcees who had experienced post-divorce
problems were asked how they had resolved the problem:
10.0% I ignored the problem
10.0% I moved
40.0% I went to an attorney
30.0% I went to the District or County Attorney
0.0% I went into court on my own
10.0% other
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VII. ATTORNEY SELECTION AND EXPERIENCES
WITH ATTORNEYS
Having examined the extent to which Nebraskans experience
legal problems and the degree to which they seek legal assistance
in resolving those problems, attention is now shifted to the nature
of the public's relationship with attorneys. Part Four of the NLL
Questionnaire inquired into the frequency of attorney use, the
method of attorney selection, and satisfaction with attorney
performance.
The initial questions of NLL Part Four concerned the extent to
which Nebraskans consult attorneys. Sixty-two percent of the
sample population reported having a family or personal attorney.
Eighty-eight percent reported having consulted an attorney at
least once in their lifetime.
When asked how many times they had consulted an attorney in
the last three years, the responses were: 23.1% not at all; 48.5%
once; 18.3% twice; 6.5% three times; and 3.6% four or more times.
When asked how many different attorneys they had consulted in
the last three years, those respondents who had sought legal ad-
vice in the last three years replied: 62.6% one; 23.7% two; 8.4%
three; and 5.4% four or more.
Of those respondents who had consulted attorneys, the last at-
torney seen was the first ever seen by 22.3% of the respondents.
Forty-seven percent of the respondents indicated that the last at-
torney seen was one who had handled matters from them in the
past, and 30.7% reported seeing the particular attorney for the first
time, but he or she was not the first attorney the respondent had
ever consulted. Translated into practical terms, this finding would
indicate that of ten clients seeing an attorney, five would be prior
clients, two would be individuals with no prior contact with attor-
neys, and three would be persons who had prior experience with
other attorneys. Excluding the forty-seven percent who returned
to an attorney consulted previously, attorneys were selected by
the following method: 5.5% were selected through the telephone
book, 40.1% were selected upon the recommendations of friends,
family, or employers; 40.9% were chosen because of previous per-
sonal acquaintance with that attorney; 6.3% were selected on the
basis of a recommendation of another attorney; 7.4% were chosen
because of outstanding reputation in the community; and none of
the attorneys were selected because of references made by a Law-
yer Referral Service.
In response to the question of how they would select an at-
torney now if they were to need one (excluding the option of re-
turning to one consulted in the past), the respondents (including
respondents who reported having never consulted a lawyer) re-
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plied that none would select an attorney from the telephone book.
29.9% would ask their friends, their families, or their employers;
38.5% would consult an attorney that they know personally; 13.7%
would consult several attorneys and then select one (none of the
actual users reported having done so); 11.1% would select an attor-
ney with an outstanding reputation in the community; and 6.8%
would use a Lawyer Referral Service.
On the basis of this attorney selection data, the following con-
clusions may be drawn. First, if an individual has previously con-
sulted with a particular attorney, he or she is most likely to return
to that attorney. Seventy-seven percent of actual users reported a
willingness to return to the last attorney consulted. In the event
that an individual has never consulted an attorney, or chooses not
to return to his or her prior attorney, he or she is most likely to
select either an attorney he or she knows personally, or an attor-
ney recommended by friends, family, or employer. Only a very
small percentage of attorney users report selecting an attorney on
the basis of the attorney's reputation. Attorney selections made
on the basis of the telephone book or through a Lawyer Referral
Service are rare, and are probably confined to those individuals ei-
ther who have never used an attorney before or who lack knowl-
edgeable acquaintances (possibly due to a recent relocation).
Generally, the majority of attorney users report that they were
satisfied with the representation they received. Forty-four percent
reported being very satisfied with the result of their last attorney
contact, thirty-nine percent reported being satisfied, ten percent
reported being unsatisfied, and seven percent reported being very
unsatisfied. Further, 76.6% of the attorney-using respondents re-
ported a willingness to return to their prior attorney, while 22.8%
state they would not.
Despite the fact that forty-four percent of the clients reporting
being very satisfied with their last attorney, and seventy-seven
percent reporting a willingness to return to him or her, only seven-
teen percent of the population said that the quality of work done
by attorneys was excellent, and only twenty-one percent reported
having complete confidence in lawyers. Fifty-seven percent of the
sample said the quality of work was good, twenty-one percent said
fair and four percent rated the work as poor. Fifty-five percent had
fair amount of confidence in attorneys, twenty-one percent had
questionable confidence, and three percent had no confidence.
Therefore, it appears that although clients are generally pleased
with the results they obtain, one in four clients lacks confidence in
his or her attorney and holds reservations about the overall quality
of work done by attorneys.
There are two possible explanations for the finding that one in
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four clients holds reservations as to the quality of the work per-
formed by attorneys. First, some clients may be embittered be-
cause of unsuccessful litigation. The American judicial system is
an adversarial system; a system that by its very nature creates
both winners and losers on a case by case basis. Clients who lose a
case, therefore, are likely to project their disappointment onto the
perceived cause of their loss-their attorney-whether or not the
attorney was at fault. Such a phenomenon could explain the fact
that one in four clients lacks confidence in attorneys and feels that
their services lack quality. Second, the attorney's personal charac-
teristics may have alienated the client to attorneys in general. Re-
cent studies have shown that the quality of the attorney-client
relationship depends to a greater degree on the attorney's rela-
tional skill than his or her legal competence.17
In order to assess interpersonal strengths and weaknesses of
attorneys, questions were asked concerning seven specific attor-
ney behaviors. These seven behaviors along with the client ratings
and mean scores for each category are listed in Table V.
TABLE V
Client Ratings of Characteristics of Last Lawyer Consulteda
Characteristic Mean Exc. Good Fair Poor
1. Honesty in dealing with 1.63 56% 30% 10% 4%
you.
2. Paying attention to what 1.76 52% 28% 14% 7%
you had to say.
3. Explaining matters fully 1.80 48% 29% 15% 7%
to you.
4. Showing interest and
concern for your problem. 1.87 46% 29% 16% 9%
5. Being fair and reasonable
in charging for his/her 2.00 37% 34% 20% 9%
services.
6. Promptness in taking 2.02 39% 32% 18% 12%
care of matters.
7. Keeping you informed of
the progress on your 2.17 35% 29% 19% 17%
case.
a Excellent = 1, Good = 2, Fair = 3, Poor = 4; lower mean scores indicate a more
positive rating.
17. Feldman & Wilson, The Value of Interpersonal Skills in Lawyering (Septem-
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Attorneys were rated highest in the category of honesty in deal-
ing with clients, second in their attentiveness to clients, and third
in their ability to fully explain the law. Attorneys' interest and
concern for clients, and their fairness in fee assessment ranked
fourth and fifth respectively. Clients expressed their greatest dis-
satisfaction with attorney promptness and in keeping the client in-
formed of case progress.
Data from Table V suggests that client alienation could be less-
ened if attorneys would: (1) keep in touch with the client as often
as possible regarding the progress on the case (or lack of pro-
gress); (2) explain in detail the reasons underlying the costs of liti-
gation; and (3) be prompt in handling matters.18
VIII. RESPONDENT ATITrUDES AND BELIEFS
The NLL Questionnaire results discussed thus far have con-
cerned the actual experiences of Nebraskans in dealing with legal
problems and lawyers. The remaining sections of this report, in
contrast, will focus on the attitudes and beliefs of Nebraskans
rather than on their actual experiences. Part Two of the NLL
Questionnaire examined attitudes and beliefs about lawyers and
the legal system, while Part Three examined whether Nebraskans
would seek legal advice if confronted with various legal problems.
In NLL Part Two, twenty-five questions were posed covering
topics ranging from the importance of having a family attorney, to
attorney advertising, to aspects of the attorney-client interchange.
Table VI lists Part Two's questions, a percentage breakdown of the
respondents' opinions, and each question's mean rating. The ques-
tions are listed in order by mean score beginning with the state-
ment agreed with most strongly.
ber 10, 1980) (article presented to the Annual Convention of the Association
of Americah Law Schools, San Antonio, Texas, January 1981) (copy on file
with the Nebraska Law Review).
18. Regarding promptness, it is possible that a client's concern over promptness
stems not only from a practitioner's tardines's in keeping appointments and/
or initiating actions, but also from a misunderstanding on the client's part as
to the delays inherent in litigation. An attorney may be able to decrease the
client's dissatisfaction over promptness by being prompt in keeping appoint-
ments and by informing the client promptly of delays, and explaining, ab ini-
tio, the potential for delay in litigation generally.
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TABLE VI
Attitudes Toward Attorneys and the Legal Systema
Statement
Lawyers should be allowed to advertise.
Lawyers' fees are generally too high.
It is just as important to have a family or
personal lawyer as it is to have a family doctor
or dentist.
Most lawyers charge more for their services
than the service is worth.
Most lawyers are basically honest.
Lawyers pay more attention to the problems
of the rich and the influential than they do to
the problems of the average person
Lawyers can be trusted to keep their clients'
legal prblems secret.
If you yourself were accused of a crime you
could expect a fair trial.
Lawyers generally are concerned about their
clients and the problems their clients have.
Overall, lawyers are basically competent and
do a good job.
Lawyers generally try to make sure their
clients fully understand what needs to be
done and why.
Lawyers should be allowed to advertise any
way they want to.
Most lawyers are frank, open, and honest
when dealing with their clients and discussing
the possibilities of their case.
Lawyers are generally good about keeping
their clients informed of the progress of their
case.
Lawyers should be allowed to advertise, but
only if they use only telephone or newspaper
ads.
The legal system is set up to deal with
problems involving large sums of money and
not the kinds of problems the average person
has.
Most lawyers take cases even if they don't
think they can win.
Most lawyers should take cases even if they
don't think they can win.
o (
1.62 56% 31% 8% 5%
1.73 44% 41% 12% 3%
1.78 42% 41% 13% 4%
2.00 30% 47% 17% 6%
2.05 44% 22% 18% 16%
2.20 24% 42% 25% 9%
2.22 20% 47% 22% 10%
2.26 27% 40% 13% 20%
2.28 26% 36% 22% 17%
2.29 18% 43% 31% 8%
2.35 21% 37% 28% 14%
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Statement
Lawyers are not concerned about doing
anything to keep each other honest and
prevent misbehavior by other lawyers.
Juries are more likely to decide a case on the
basis of their own feeling and prejudices than
on the evidence presented to them.
Most lawyers will take any case offered to
them no matter how they feel about the case.
Lawyers are generally fair in charging what
they do for their services.
Lawyers are prompt about getting things done.
Most lawyers would engage in unethical or
illegal activities to help a client in an
important case.
Most lawyers should take any cased offered to
them no matter how they feel about the case.
2.36 22% 34% 31% 13%
2.37 20% 36% 32% 12%
2.40 20% 36% 29% 16%
2.56 12% 39% 32% 18%
2.70 8% 34% 38% 20%
2.87 10% 24% 35% 31%
2.98 18% 10% 28% 44%
a Agree Strongly = 1, Agree a Little = 2, Disagree a Little = 3, Disagree Strongly
= 4; lower mean scores indicate greater agreement with the statement.
In order to analyze Table VI, the listed attitude statements
were grouped into five clusters of content-related items: advertis-
ing, fees, the judicial system, the lawyer-client interchange, and at-
torney ethics. These five topic areas are discussed separately.
A. Attorney Advertising
Concerning attorney advertising, the general public clearly be-
lieves that attorneys should be allowed to advertise in some man-
ner. Eighty-six percent of the responding sample endorsed
"Lawyers should be allowed to advertise," making it the most
agreed with statement of the twenty-five items. Opinions differ,
however, on whether lawyer advertising should be subject to con-
trols. While sixty-six percent of the respondents believe attorneys
should be allowed to advertise any way they please, sixty-seven
percent also endorsed restricting advertising to telephone directo-
ries or newspaper ads. Forty-one percent of the respondents indi-
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cated that they had seen attorney advertisements, with the vast
majority of those individuals (seventy percent) reporting that they
had seen an advertisement in a newspaper. Only five percent of
the sample reported viewing attorney advertisements in the tele-
phone directory or hearing radio advertising.
It would appear, therefore, that the majority of Nebraskans
favor attorney advertising. Second, it appears that whatever limi-
tations are placed on advertising practices by the legal system will
significantly influence the medium through which consumers are
reached by attorney advertisements. Should the current restric-
tions on the medium of advertising be lifted, further analysis will
be necessary to determine which advertising medium is most ef-
fective in reaching potential legal consumers.
B. Legal Fees
Respondents to the NLL Questionnaire solidiy and consistently
expressed the opinion that attorney fees were too high and legal
services were not worth the cost. These opinions ranked second
and fourth in overall strength of agreement with eighty-two per-
cent of the sample agreeing that fees are too high, and eighty-five
percent stating that services are not worth the cost. To be noted,
however, is the fact that only half of the respondents disagreed
with the notion of attorneys being unfair in charging what they do
for their services.
The most logical interpretation of the divergent percentages is
that while a large portion of the public feels fees are generally too
high, only one-half of the consumers view attorneys as being at
fault for the high costs of legal services. Those consumers who do
not consider the attorney to be the cause of high fees may believe
that the high costs are a result of the costs involved in maintaining
a legal practice. However, the remaining fifty percent of the popu-
lation apparently does view the excessively high fee structure as
being unjustifiable, and probably believes that attorneys are guilty
of overreaching in their fee schedules.
In order to clarify these perceptions, several questions pertain-
ing to fees were asked in NLL Part Four.19 Specifically, the follow-
ing questions were asked: (1) What would be afair amount for an
attorney to charge for a half-hour consultation wherein the attor-
ney concluded that legal assistance is not required; (2) what would
an attorney actually charge for a half-hour consultation wherein it
was concluded that legal assistance was not in order; (3) what does
the average attorney charge per hour; (4) what would an attorney
charge to draft a will; and (5) what fee would be charged if an at-
19. See questions 14-18, NLL Part Four, Appendix A, infra.
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torney advised and represented a client in purchasing a $60,000
house. Table VII presents the views of respondents concerning
the fees they would expect to encounter in the above-described at-
torney-service situations.
TABLE VH
Respondent Fee Estimates* for Various Legal Services,
Service Provided.
Estimated Fee
30 min. Consultation Hourly Drafting $60,000
Fair Feea Expectedb Ratec a Willd Housee
$ 0 16% 9%
$ 3 2% 1% 1%
$ 5 5%
$ 6 1%
$ 8 1% 1%
$ 10 24% 5% 1% 1%
$ 15 11% 7% 1%
$ 17 1% 1%
$ 20 14% 13% 8% 2% 1%
$ 25 20% 21% 6% 11%
$ 28 1%
$ 30 2% 12% 10% 2% 1%
$ 35 1% 4% 4% 1%
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Service Provided:
Estimated Fee
30 min. Consultation Hourly Drafting $60,000
Fair Feea Expectedb Ratec a Will a  Housee
$1,000 2%
$1,500 2%
$1,800 1%
$1,900 1%
$2,000 1%
$2,200 1%
$3,000 2%
$4,200 1%
$5,000 2%
$6,000 3%
TOTALf  101% 103% 100% 102% 105%
Mean $16.35 $30.49 $51.06 $114.03 $670.25
Mode $10.00 $25.00 $50.00 $50.00 $100.00
* Data is presented in terms of the percentage of respondents expecting to be
charged the listed fee.
** These figures appear disproportionately high and consequently elevate the
mean expected fee.
a Question 14 of the NLL Part Five asked, "Suppose you went to a lawyer and
after telling him about your problem he said that it was not a problem that you
needed legal help with and that there was really nothing he could do to help
you. What, in your opinion, would be afair amount for the attorney to charge
you in that situation if you had talked with him for thirty minutes?
b Question 15 of NLL Part Five asked, "What do you think the attorney in the
above question would actually charge you?"
c Question 16 of NLL Part Five asked, "What do you think the average attorney
charges per hour?"
d Question 17 of NLL Part Five asked, "How much do you think an attorney
would charge to draft a will?"
e Question 18 of NLL Part Five asked, "How much do you think an attorney
would charge to advise and represent you if you were buying a $60,000 house?"
f The percentages do not total 100% due to the fact that numerous fee estima-
tion categories contained the estimation of only one individual (i.e., 0.6%) and
rounding up to 1.0% created more than 100%.
On the issue of what would be a fair amount to charge for a one-
time consultation lasting thirty minutes, the mean response was
$16.35 and the most frequently mentioned modal fee was ten dol-
lars (twenty-five percent). Twenty-five dollars was the second
most frequently mentioned fee (twenty percent) while the third
most popular response was that such consultation should be free
(sixteen percent). Other frequently mentioned amounts were
twenty dollars (fourteen percent) and fifteen dollars (eleven per-
cent). In comparison, the mean response as to what the attorney
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would be expected to actually charge was more than double the
most popular "fair fee" amount-twenty five dollars (twenty per-
cent). In addition, sixteen percent of those questioned expected to
be charged fifty dollars for thirty minutes of an attorney's time,
even if it was determined that legal assistance was unnecessary.
Other popular responses were twenty dollars (thirteen percent),
thirty dollars (twelve percent), and no charge (nine percent),
Generally, on the basis of what would be a fair fee as compared to
what would be the expected charge, Nebraskans felt that legal fees
would be roughly twice as expensive as they should be.
When questioned concerning what the average attorney
charges per hour, fifty dollars appeared as both the average re-
sponse and the most frequently mentioned fee (twenty-nine per-
cent). Thirty dollars was a distant second with a ten percent
response, and forty dollars and sixty dollars each received nine
percent of the responses. Also receiving significant responses
were the figures of one hundred dollars and twenty dollars, each
garnishing eight percent of the responses.
The mean fee for drawing up a will was $114.00, but this figure is
somewhat misleading because three percent of the sample re-
ported a fee expectation of over four hundred dollars with one re-
spondent placing the fee at $925.00.20 The most frequent foe
estimate for will preparation was fifty dollars (twenty-eight per-
cent) with one hundred dollars finishing second (seventeen per-
cent) and twenty-five dollars finishing third (eleven percent). One
hundred fifty dollars and three hundred dollars tied for fourth
place with seven percent of responses for each. The divergent esti-
mates as to will preparation costs are probably due to the fact that
the actual fee charged for preparing a will varies depending upon
the size and complexity of the estate. Seventeen percent of the
sample expected the fee to be less than fifty dollars, and twenty-
nine percent expected the fee to be exactly fifty dollars. Twenty-
five percent expected the fee to be between fifty and one hundred
dollars, while twenty-seven percent expected a will to cost be-
tween one hundred and three hundred dollars.
Regarding the fee for representation and advice on the
purchase of a $60,000 house, the most frequently mentioned fee
was one hundred dollars (nineteen percent). Only sixteen percent
20. The mean, or statistical average, of a series of measures is deceptively raised
if one or two measures are far removed from the majority of the measures. G.
SELLARS, supra note 14, at 43. If, for example, the score of an attorney is
placed with the scores of 10 high school students on a test measuring compre-
hension of legal terminology, then the attorney's expected high score will
cause the mean of the entire group to be higher than expected. Therefore, a
mean score may be misleading where two or three cases are extreme in one
direction. Id
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of the population reported expecting a fee of less than one hun-
dred dollars. Fee expectations of three hundred dollars (thirteen
percent), five hundred dollars (ten percent), and two hundred dol-
lars (ten percent) were common. Sixty-five percent of the popula-
tion expected the fee to be between one hundred and five hundred
dollars, with ten percent expecting a fee between five hundred and
fifteen hundred dollars. Somewhat surprisingly, over ten percent
of the population expected to be charged between fifteen hundred
and six thousand dollars. Due to the very high fee expectations of
some respondents, the mean expected fee for representation on
the purchase of a $60,000 house was $670.00.
Data is unavailable on what Nebraska attorneys actually charge
for the various services. Consequently it is not possible to directly
compare the expectations of the public and actual attorney fees.
However, it appears that a majority of the public realistically ap-
praises the cost of legal services (e.g., half-hour consultation,
twenty-five dollars; hourly fee, thirty to sixty dollars; will prepara-
tion, fifty to three hundred dollars; and real estate purchase, one
hundred to five hundred dollars). If these assessments by the pub-
lic are accurate, then the dissatisfaction expressed by legal service
consumers regarding fee structures would not appear to be the re-
sult of a lack of pertinent information, but instead, a reflection of
dissatisfaction based on a widespread feeling of being charged too
much for too little.
C. The Judicial System
Alienation and skepticism is the overall impression one re-
ceives from examining the responses of the NLL sample regarding
the judicial system. Sixty-two percent of the respondents agreed
that the legal system was designed to deal with large money
problems and not the kinds of problems the average person faces.
Eighty-two percent of the population responded that attorneys pay
more attention to the rich and influential than to the average man.
Fifty-six percent said that juries decide cases on the basis of per-
sonal bias and prejudice rather than on the evidence, and one in
four persons (twenty-two percent) disagreed with the notion that a
criminal defendant could expect a fair trial. These statistics are all
the more distressing in light of the fact that the respondents to the
NLL Questionnaire were, on the average, long-term residents who
are above average in terms of age, income, and education.
D. The Lawyer-Client Interchange
The analysis of the lawyer-client interchange involved focusing
on specific attorney behavior thought to indicate client satisfac-
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tion.21 The behavior patterns examined paralleled those patterns
examined in Part Four of the NLL Questionnaire relating to the
actual experiences of clients dealing with Nebraska attorneys.22
However, the attitude statements presented in Part Two differ
from those presented in Part Four in that Part Two sought infor-
mation about the public's perception of attorney characteristics in
general, whereas Part Four focused on specific client experiences
with their own attorneys.
In examining attorney reputation characteristics, the respond-
ing sample rated attorneys highest on the characteristic of honesty
(eighty-two percent), followed by the characteristic of being con-
cerned about their clients and their legal problems (eighty-one
percent). Seventy-nine percent of the respondents reported feel-
ing that attorneys operate confidentially, and seventy-seven per-
cent stated that attorneys generally try to make sure that the client
understands what needs to be done and why. Opinions were
somewhat split on the issue of whether attorneys are frank in as-
sessing the possible outcome of a case. In this regard, only two out
of three respondents (sixty-six percent) viewed attorneys as being
open and honest. Similarly, only sixty-seven percent of the re-
spondents perceived attorneys as being good at keeping clients in-
formed of case progress. Consumers appear to be the most
dissatisfied with the fees charged and with attorney promptness.
Only fifty-one percent reported that attorneys were fair in charging
for services, and only forty percent agreed with the statement,
"Lawyers are prompt about getting things done."
There is a fair degree of correspondence between the respon-
dents' perception of attorneys in general, and their actual experi-
ence with attorneys. Consumers tend to see honesty,
confidentiality, concern, informativeness, and legal competency as
general strengths of attorneys. Areas of some concern are whether
attorneys are frank in discussing case possibilities, and the extent
to which lawyers keep clients informed about the progress of their
case. While the responding sample viewed the duty to keep the
client informed of case progress as only a moderate problem for
attorneys in general, the sample reported that ir- actuality this
problem caused them a great deal of dissatisfaction with their own
attorneys. The sample reported that the most significant weak-
nesses among attorneys in general were fairness in charging for
services and promptness in getting things done. Surprisingly,
however, clients do not seem to find these weaknesses in their own
attorneys. Whereas only fifty-one percent of the sample reported
feeling that attorneys charge fairly as a whole, seventy-one percent
21. See Feldman & Wilson, supra note 17.
22. See questions 8-13, NLL Part Four, Appendix A, infra.
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of the clients reported feeling that their own attorneys were fair.
Similarly, while only forty percent of the respondents view attor-
neys in general to be prompt in getting things done, seventy-one
percent of the clients report being satisfied with the promptness of
their personal attorney.
E. Attorney Ethics
Nebraska attorneys, as a whole, received positive ratings on the
issue of attorney ethics. Eighty-two percent of the respondents
saw attorneys as being basically honest. Seventy-six percent
viewed attorneys as competent, eighty-three percent felt that it is
important to have a family or personal lawyer, and seventy-nine
percent felt that they could trust their attorneys' confidentiality.
While these figures present a picture of an essentially confident
and trusting public, one must not overlook the fact that one in five
respondents did not share these beliefs. The causes underlying
this dissatisfaction are open to speculation. The dissatisfaction
could have been caused by having litigated a losing cause and/or
having been involved with a distant, aloof, uncaring attorney.
However, other undiscovered reasons may also exist.
While it appears that consumers are generally content with the
manner in which attorneys relate to them, this does not appear to
be true with regard to the consumers' view of the professional con-
duct of attorneys. Fifty-six percent of the sample agreed with the
statement, "Lawyers are not concerned about doing anything to
keep each other honest and prevent misbehavior by other attor-
neys"- and thirty-four percent agreed with the statement, "Most
lawyers would engage in unethical or illegal activities to help a cli-
ent in an important case."
IX. ADVICE SEEKING PROPENSITIES
Part Three of the NLL Questionnaire sought to examine the
opinions of Nebraskans with regard to whether they would seek
legal advice if confronted with various problem situations. This
inquiry was undertaken to determine whether Nebraskans actu-
ally behave in the same manner as they believe they would when
confronted with a problem situation. By comparing what people
say they will do (from Part Three) with what they actually do
(from Part One), a determination can be made as to the validity of
using answers to hypothetical situations as indicators or
predictors of future behavior. If a correlation is found between an
individual's stated propensity and the individual's actual behavior,
then researchers can more confidently use opinion statements to
predict future behavior. If, however, no correlation is found be-
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tween proposed and actual behavior, then opinions should not be
used in prediction. In addition, should no correlation be found, fu-
ture research may be directed toward the issue of why individuals
do not seek legal help when actually confronted with a problem for
which they had previously stated they would seek help.
Table VIII presents a list of the legal problems presented in
Part Three of the NILL Questionnaire, beginning with those situa-
tions which were the most agreed upon as requiring legal assist-
ance. Also included in Table VI is the ranking of the various
problem situations in which legal assistance actually was sought
(from Table III). It should be noted that not all of the problem
situations presented in Part Three had a corresponding problem
situation in Part One. Consequently, where no definite compari-
son is available, the rank order numeral has been deleted in order
to carry out the statistical analysis.
TABLE VIII
Stated Propensities Toward Seeking Legal Advice
% Saying Rank of Rank in
Problem Situation Advice
Probable Propensity Actualitya
You were accused of a crime and were
going to be a defendant in a criminal trial. 98.4% 1 2
You were getting a divorce or separation 93.6% 2 1
You wanted to adopt a child or children 91.4% 3 4
You had someone claim your property
lines were wrong, or someone said you 90.84
couldn't build something on your land
you had planned to build.
A loan company claimed you owe more
than you feel you do and they are 90.0% 5 20
threatening to sue you.
You were having problems collecting pay 87.6% 6 18
from an employer
Your child became involved with the 86.0% 7 12
police or juvenile court.
A contractor who didn't install storm
windows correctly refused to correct his 85.2, 10
work after you had paid him for installing
them.
Someone accused you of damaging his
car and threatened to sue you for the cost 83.6% 9 6
of repairs.
You were having problems with a large
governmental agency such as the Bureau
of Land Management, the Veterans' 82.1% 10 8
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% Saying Rank of Rank in
Problem Situation Advice
Probable Propensity Actualitya
Administration, the IRS, or the State
Motor Vehicle Department.
You were hurt because a lawnmower you
had purchased exploded while you were 80.4% NA NA
starting it.
Your wages were being garnished or 78.7% 11 16
attached.
You were going to buy a house or land. 76.6% 12 5
Someone was trying to repossess 72.4% 13 9
something from you.
You were being evicted 62.2% 14 13
You felt you were denied a job because of
your race, age, sex, nationality, or 56.8% 15 21
religion.
You were buying a major appliance and
found it didn't work properly and the 54.5% 16 19
company refused to solve the problem.
You were arguing with a landlord who
refused to fix a leaky roof in a house or 50.5% 17 11
apartment you had rented.
You were going to build a house. 46.8% 18 17
You were billed for something you didn't
order or were billed for something you 44.4% NA NA
did order but never got.
You were having problems getting your
street repaired or you were arguing with 36.9% 19 15
the building inspector.
You were a defendant in the traffic court 27.2% NA
for a minor offense. NA
Your neighbor backed his car into your 25.3% 20 14
garage.
You broke your arm in a fall at someone's
house. 22.1% 21 3
You were selling a car. 7.0% NA NA
a from Table I, supra.
In order to compare the subjective inclinations of Nebraskans
toward seeking legal advice with their actual behavior when con-
fronted with the problem situation, a Spearman Rank Order Corre-
lation was computed. The resulting correlation coefficient of .369
was significant at the .05 level, indicating a degree of correspon-
dence between inclination and behavior that would only appear as
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a function of chance once in twenty times.23
However, despite the overall correspondence, several striking
discrepancies between inclination and action were found. Specifi-
cally, Nebraskans appear to be far less prone to seek legal advice
for issues involving disputes with creditors, pay collection
problems, garnishment, and job discrimination than they subjec-
tively feel they would be. Conversely, Nebraskans appear more
apt to litigate and/or seek legal assistance for matters relating to
real estate acquisitions, repossessions, and personal injury claims
than they believe they would be. Such a discrepancy between
thought and action merits the attention of future researchers who
seek to predict advice-seeking behavior.
X. LEGAL INSURANCE, LAWYER REFERRAL SERVICES,
AND "ASK A LAWYER"
The "Miscellaneous Questions" section of the NLL Question-
naire (Part Six) focused on the respondents' feelings toward, and
knowledge of, relatively new phenomena in the legal profession in-
cluding legal insurance, lawyer referral services, and the Nebraska
State Bar Association sponsored Nebraska Educational Television
series "Ask a Lawyer." Responses to questions concerning these
services are briefly summarized as follows.
On the issue of legal insurance, 57.3% of the NLL respondents
indicated that they felt that legal insurance should be available to
those desiring to purchase it. Twenty-nine percent of the respon-
dents stated that they would be willing to purchase legal insurance
at a cost of ten dollars per month.
When asked whether they have ever heard of a lawyer referral
service (LRS), only 46.6% of the population stated that they had.
In addition, only 22.7% of the general population (or 51.8% of those
having heard of a LRS) reported knowing what a LRS is and how it
works. In that none of the NLL respndents reported having used a
LRS to contact their last attorney, it seems that the future of the
LRS concept may depend heavily on a public education program
designed to acquaint the public with the nature, purpose, and func-
tion of such a service.
The final question asked of the NLL sample was whether or not
they had ever seen "Ask a Lawyer," the NETV series which
presents legal advice to the public via a panel discussion among
Nebraska attorneys on various legal areas and issues. Twelve and
one-half percent of the NLL sample reported having seen the se-
23. G. S4LLERs, =upra note 14, at 408.
Appendix A, B, and C to follow.
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ries, and of those individuals, eighty-eight percent stated a desire
to see more of the series.
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APPENDIX A
THE NEBRASKANS, LAWYERS, & THE LAW
QUESTIONNAIRE
PART ONE: EXPERIENCES
The following list is a set of problems which people sometimes have. Afterreading each situation please circle whether or
notyou haveeverhad thattypeotproblem. Ifyou are married, answer "yes" if eitheryou oryourspouse has everbeen in
the situation. If you oryour spouse habeen in the described situation, please indicatebhowm time. and whether or
not you or you and your spouse g= sought legal advice or help for the problem. If you have not ever been in the
described situation answer "no" and go on to the next question.
L Have you ever owned a house, apartment, or land? If YES,
how many different pieces of property, and did you get legal
advice in connection with the transfer of the property to your
name? If you have NEVER owned a house, apartment, or land
circle NO and skip to Question 5.
2. Have any questions ever come up about the ownership of any
real property owned by you, or about the use of the property?
For example, has there ever been a disagreement with anyone
about the boundary lines, or what you could build, or has
anyone ever used the property when they weren't supposed to?
3. Have you ever arranged with a builder to have a home built?
If NO, skip to Question 4.
If YES, has there ever been a serious disagreement or
difficulty with a builder over the work performed or the
charges billed?
4. Have you ever arranged for home improvement or major repair
work to be done on your house-for example, new roof,
aluminum siding, storm windows? If NO, skip to Question 5.
If YES, was there ever a serious disagreement or difficulty
with a home improvement or repair contractor over the
work performed or what he charged you?
5. Have you ever rented a house, apartment land, or farm?
If NO, skip to Question 7.
If YES, has any landlord ever tried to evict you?
6. Have you ever had any other serious disagreement or difficulty
with a landlord about the condition of the rented property,
about the services he was to provide, or about things he felt
you were supposed to do?
7. Have you ever made a major purchase such as a freezer, boat,
or car and had a serious disagreement with the seller about
the quality or the condition of the goods purchased, or about
other promises he made about the goods?
8. Have you ever borrowed money from a bank, credit union, or
other lending institution; or established a revolving credit
account; or financed a purchase through an installment pay-
ment contract? (Do not count home mortgage loans or
business loans.)
If NO, skip to Question 10.
If YES, has there ever been a problem with any creditor
about the amount owed, or when you were supposed to
pay, or about late charges or other penalty charges?
9. Has anyone ever tried to repossess anything from you such as
a car or a refridgerator?
10. Has anyone ever tried to garnish or attach the wages of you or
your spouse?
11. Have you or your spouse ever had any problems collecting any
pay an employer owed you?
12. Do you believe that you have ever been denied a job or
promotion in your job because of your race, sex, age, nationali-
ty, or religon?
IF YES, THEN
YES NO I Number Legal Advice?
Ihave Haven't of Times YES NO
Yes No __ Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No __ Yes No
Yes No __ Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No __ Yes No
Yes No __ Yes No
Yes No __ Yes No
Yes No Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
- Yes No
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(Part I- EXPERIENCES, continued)
If YES, circle the reason or reasons you feel you were
denied the job or promotion.
Race Age Sex Nationality Religion
13. Do you believe that any other of your rights protected under
the Constitution have ever been violated either in connection
with employment or in any other connection?
If YES, what right or rights do you feel were violated?
14. Have you or your spouse ever been through bankruptcy?
15. Have you ever had serious difficulty obtaining municipal
services such as police or fire protection, trash collection,
street repairs, traffic controls, or other services like these? It
YES, which service or services have you had problems with
most recently?
16. Have you ever had serious difficulties or a dispute with any
other municipal or count agency like the zoning board, tax
assessor, building inspector, Board of Education, housing
authority, or other agency like these? U YES which agency
have you had problems with most recently?
17. Have you ever had a serious difficulty or dispute with any 2&M
agency like the state welfare department, state insurance
department, state department of labor, the motor vehicles
department, or any other state agency or department like
these? U YES, which agency or department have you had
problems with most recently?
18. Have you ever had a serious difficulty or dispute with a federal
agency such as the Bureau of Land Management, the Veterans'
Administration, Social Security, the Internal Revenue Service,
or any other agency like these? If YES, which federal agency
have you had problems with most recently?
19. Have you, your spouse, or any of your children ever been
seriously hurt or injured by someone else either by accident or
on purpose?
If NO, skip to Question 20.
If YES, did you attempt to recover medical expenses or
other damages from the person who caused the injury?
(Answer NO if the matter was handled for you by an
insurance company.)
20. Has any v belonging to you (such as a house or a car)
ever been damaged or stolen by someone else either acciden-
tally or on purpose?
If NO, skip to Question 21.
If YES, did you attempt to recover for the loss (such as
the cost of repairs or replacement) from the person who
caused the damage or took the property? (Answer NO if
the matter was handled for you by an insurance company.)
21. Has anyone ever claimed that X"o or your spouse or one of
your children seriously injured another person, or seriously
damaged or took another person's property?
f NO, skip to Question 22.
If Yes, was any claim made against you by, or in behalf of,
that person for his or her loss or expenses, or for repairs?
(Answer NO if the matter was handled for you by an
insurance company.)
22. Have any criminal charges other than a traffic violation ever
been brought against you or your spouse?
U NO, skip to Question 23.
If YES, have you ever actually appeared in court as a
defendant in a criminal case?
23. Have you or your spouse ever appeared in court as a
defendant in oher than traffic court, divorce/separation hear,
ings, or criminal court?
IF YES, THEN
YES NO I Number Legal Advice?
I have Haven't of Times YES NO
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes NO
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
- Yes No
_ Yes
-Yes
- Yes No
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IF YES. THEN
(Part L EXPERIENCES, continued) YES NO I Number Legal Advice?
I have Haven't of Times YES NO
24. If you have ever had any children (including adopted chil-
dren), have any of them ever been involved with the juvenile Yes No _ Yes No
authorities while living at home?
25. Have you or your spouse ever appeared in court as a plaintiff Yes No Yes No
to sue someone?
26. Have you or your spouse ever served on a jry or bean a Yes No
witness in court?
27. Have you ever been divorced or legally separated? Yes No __ Yes No
If NO, skip to Question 28.
If YES, did you have any children under the age of 18 at Yes No children
the time of the separation or divorce? How many children?
If you did not have any children skip to Question 28.
If you did have children, have you or did you ever
have any serious difficulty or disagreement with your Yes No
former spouse about custody of the children or about
child support or alimony payments?
If NO, skip to Question 28.
If YES, how did you solve the problem (check only
one):
__I worked it out myself with no help _ went to the District or County Attorney
_Il gnored the problem and let it be _ I went ack into court on my own
.___. moved Other
__I went to an attorney
28. Have you ever been widowed? If YES, did you get legal help
or advice in connection with the settling of your spouse's Yes No -- Yes No
estate?
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PART TWO: LAWYERS AND THE LEGAL SYSTEM
Below is a list of opinions about the legal system and lawyers. After reading each sentence, circle the number next to the
sentence that best describes how you feel about the statement. Circle whether you Agree Strongly, Agree a little, Disa-
gree a Little, or Disagree Strongly.
Agree
Strongly
I1. It is just as important to have a family or personal lawyer as it is
to have a family doctor or a dentist.
2. Lawyers should be allowed to advertise, but only if they use only
phone book or newspaper ads.
3. Lawyers should be allowed to advertise.
4. Lawyers should be allowed to advertise any way they want to.
5. Lawyers are generally good about keeping their clients informed
of the progress of their case.
6. If you yourself were accused of a crime you could expect a fair
trial
7. Most lawyers will take any case offered them no matter how
they feel about the case.
8, Most lawyers should take any case offered to them no matter
how they feel about the case.
9. Most lawyers are frank, open, and honest when dealing with
their clients and discussing the possibilities of their case.
10. The legal system is set up to deal with problems involving large
sums of money and not the kinds of problems the average
person has.
I. Most lawyers would engage in unethical or illegal activities to
help a client in an important case
12. Overall, lawyers are basically competent and do a good job.
13. Lawyers are prompt about getting things done.
14. Lawyers can be trusted to keep their client's legal problems
secret.
15. Lawyers' fees are generally too high.
16. Lawyers are not concerned about doing anything to keep each
other honest and prevent misbehavior by other lawyers.
17. Lawyers generally are concerned about their clients and the
problems their clients have.
18. Lawyers pay more attention to the problems of the rich and the
influential than they do to the problems of the average person.
19. Juries are more likely to decide a case on the basis of their own
feelings and prejudices than on the evidence presented to them.
20. Most lawyers take cases even if they don't think they can win.
21. Most lawyers should take cases even if they don't think they can
win.
22. Most lawyers charge more for their services than the service is
worth.
23. Most lawyers are basically honest.
24. Lawyers generally try to make sure their clients fully under-
stand what needs to be done and why.
25. Lawyers are generally fair in charging what they do for their
services.
Agree a
Little
2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
Disagree Disagree
a Little Strongly
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
1 2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
2 3 4
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PART THREE: LEGAL NEEDS?
Below is a list of situations in which people may or may not feel there is a need to get legal advice or help. Read the
description of each situation and then circle the number at the end of the sentence telling whether or not you would get
legal advice if you were in that situation. Circle the number indicating whether you would DEFINITELY seek legal
advice, PROBABLY seek legal advice, PROBABLY NOT seek legal advice, or DEFINITELY NOT seek legal advice.
DEFINrELY PROBABLY PROBABLY DEINrTELY
YES YES NOT NOT
Would you seek legl helt or advice if.
1. You were having problems with a large governmental
agency such as the Bureau of Land Management, the
Social Security Administration, the IRS, or the State
Department of Welfare or Motor Vehicle Department?
2. You were getting a divorce or separation?
3. You were arguing with a landlord who refused to fix a
leaky roof in a house or apartment which you had rented?
4. You were going to build a house?
5. You were a defendant in the traffic court for a minor
offense?
6. You were having problems getting your street repaired or
you were arguing with the building inspector?
Would you seek legal help or advice if:
7. You were buying a major appliance and found it didn't
work properly and the company refused to solve the
problem?
8. A loan company claimed you owe more than you feel you
do and they are threatening to sue you?
9. If you were going to buy a house or some land?
10. You were accused of a crime and were going to be a
defendant in a criminal trial?
11. Your wages were being garnished or attached?
12. You were being evicted?
13. You were selling a car?
Would you seek legal help or advice if:
14. You were hurt because a lawnmower you had purchased
exploded while you were starting it?
15. You wanted to adopt a child or children?
16. You had someone claim your property lines were wrong,
or someone said you couldn't build something on your
land that you had planned to build?
17. You were billed for something you didn't order or were
billed for something you did order but never received?
18. Someone was trying to repossess something from you?
19. A contractor who didn't install storm windows correctly
refused to correct his work after you had paid him for
installing them?
Would you seek leval advice or helo if:
20. You were having problems collecting pay from your
employer?
21. Your neighbor backed his car into your garage?
22. You felt you were denied a job because of your race, age,
sex, nationality, or religion?
23. You broke your arm in a fall at someone's house?
24. Someone accused you of damaging his car and threatened
to sue you for the cost of repairs?
25. Your child became involved with the police or juvenile
court?
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
3 4
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PART FOUR: EXPERIENCES WITH ATTORNEYS
The following set of questions concerns your personal experiences with lawyers and your opinion of how well they dealt
with you and your problem.
L Do you have a family or personal lawyer? ___YES ___NO
2. Have you ever consulted an attorney or legal service for any reason? ._._YES ___NO
If NO, skip to Question 10.
3. During the past three years, how many times have you gone to a lawyer for help or advice? ._...ties
4. During the past three years, how many different attorneys have you gone to for help or advice? ....... attorneys
5. Thinking of the as attorney you went to, was he or she (check one):
_the first attorney you ever used or saw
.. an attorney you had used before, or
_ an attorney you were seeing for the first time but not
the first one you had ever seen
6. Again thinking of the last attorney you saw or used, would you way that the reslt you got from him or her was:
.very satisfactory,
-satisfactory,
._.not very satisfactory, or
..._very unsatisfactory
7. How did you choose the last attorney you used?
__I found him/her in the phone book .. _.he or she was recommended by another attorney
__he or she was recommended by friends, relatives, _ was referred by a Legal Referral Service
or an employer
__I knew him or her personally ___I had heard of his/her reputation
he or she had handled things for me before .__ went to serversl and then chose him/her
_ Other
8. Would you say that the last attorney you used was excellent, good, fair, or poor on the following characteristics:
Excellent Good Fair Poor
Promptness in taking care of matters 1 2 3 4
Honesty in dealing with you 1 2 3 4
Explaining matters fully to you 1 2 3 4
Keeping you informed of the progress on your case 1 2 3 4
Paying attention to what you had to say 1 2 3 4
Showing interest and concern for your problem 1 2 3 4
Being fair in reasonable in charging for his/her services 1 2 3 4
9. Would you go hack to the last attorney you used if you needed help on something else? ....._ YES --- NO
10. If you were to need an attorney now, how would you go about selecting one (check one):
I..... would choose one from the phone book _... would consult several and select one
_._I would ask my friends, family, or employer to .___j would choose one who has an outstanding
recommend one to me reputation in the community
.I would go to one I know personally .. I would call a Lawyer Referral Service and ask
them to recommend one
_I would go to one who has handled things for me .Other
in the past
11. Would you hire a female attorney? _....YES --- NO
12. Overall, the quality of work done by attorneys is: excellent
-- good
13. Overall,my confidence in lawyers is: complete confidence
.. questionable confidence
_..no confidence
14. Suppose you went to a lawyer and after telling him about your probem he said that it was not a problem that you
needed legal help with and that there was really nothing that he could do to help you. What, in your opinion,
would be a frk amount for the attorney to charge you in that situation if you had talked with him for thirty
minutes? ___dollars
15. What do you think the attorney in the above question would actualy charge you? ._...dollars
16. What do you think the average attorney actually charges per hour? ......_dollars
17. How much do you think an attorney would charge to draft a will? __dollars
1. How much do you think an attorney would charge to advise and represent you if you were buying a $60,000
house? _ dollars
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PART FIVE: NEBRASKAN CHARACTERISTICS
L Are you male_ or female_ ? 2. How many years have you lived in Nebraska? -- years
3. What year were you born in?_ 4. What county do you live in?_ County
5. What is your occupation?
6. If you are married, what is your spouse's occupation?
7. Are you (check one):
currently married__ __separatd
widowed_ _ single, never been married
divorced.
8. How many years of school have you completed? (check one):
1 to 8 years_ -some college or trade school
9 to 12 years college diploma
high school diploma ..._.graduate work
9. What do you estimate is your total household income per year from all sources before taxes? (check one):
below $5,00DO ___$15,000 to 820,000
35,000 to $10,000 _320,000 to $25,000
$10,000 to $15,000 .._above $25,000
10. Which of these categories comes closest to the type of place you live? (check one):
In open country, but not on a farm or ranch_ -In a medium-sized city (50,000 to 250,000- Lincoln)
On a farm or ranch___ _In a suburb near a large city
In a small village or town (less than 15,000)_ __Jn a large city (over 250,000 - Omaha)
In a small city (15,000 to 50,000)_
11. Do you consider yourself (check one):
_American Indian
_._.Black
_ Mexican-American
-_Wte
_Other
12. How many people are currently living in your household including (if any) relatives, children, boarders, and non-
related individuals? .. people
13. Altogether, how many children have you ever had, including adopted children? (If none, enter "0"): children
14. How many children have you adopted? (If none, enter "0"): ._adopted children
If you have ever adopted children, did you seek legal help with the adoption? ._YES .. _.NO
15. Altogether, how many times have you been married? (If none, enter "0"): -time(s)
PART SIX: MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS
1. Do you think that people should be able to buy legal insurance to cover legal expenses like they can buy hospital
or car insurance? __YES .._...NO
2. If legal insurance were available, do you think you would buy it if it cost $10.00 per month? -. E.....ES -NO
3. Have you ever seen or heard an advertisement for a lawyer or legal firm? _ YES NO
If YES, where didyou see or hear the ad?.
4. Do you presently have a will? -YES __NO
If YES, was it drawn up by (check one): --. you, or you and your spouse
-an attorney
_ someone else
5. If you are married, does your spouse have a will? (Do not answer if you are not married.) _YES __.NO
If your spouse does have a will, was it drawn up by (check one):
.. you, or you and your spouse
_ an attorney
_ someone else
6. Have you ever heard of a Lawyer Referral Service? YES _.__NO If YES, do you understand what a Lawyer
Referral Service is and how it works? _YES ____NO
7. Have you ever seen the NETV series "Ask a Lawyer"? _YES .._-NO If YES, would you like to see more of
the same type of program? _ YES NO __NO OPINION
END OF QUESTIONNAIRE
THANK YOU FOR SHARING YOUR TIME AND OPINIONS WITH US
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APPENDIX C
DEMOGRAPHIC DATA OF RESPONDENTS
1. Are you male, or female?
66.5% male
33.5% female
2. How many years have you lived in Nebraska?
1.1% less than one year
5.1% one to five years
6.2% six to ten years
2.2% ten to fifteen years
2.2% fifteen to twenty years
18.0% twenty to thirty years
65.2% more than thirty years
3. What year were you born in? (Age)
2.8% 18 to 24
20.1% 25 to 34
17.3% 35 to 44
16.8% 45 to 54
19.0% 55 to 64
23.5% 65 and above
4. What county do you live in?
Note: While data for this variable is available, the listing of the percentage
of total respondents by each county does little to add to the analysis of the
overall representativeness of the sample. Should the reader desire more
information regarding the geographic spread of the sample, a more meaning-
ful source of information is found in either Appendix B which gives a
diagram of the geographic areas sampled along with response rates by
region, or Question 10 of this table which lists the types of setting in which
the respondents live.
5. What is your occupation?
19.7% professional or technical
11.6% managerial or administrative
10.4% sales
3.5% clerical
17.3% retired
2.3% in school (student)
6.9% keeping house
0.0% unemployed
3.5% crafts
4.0% operatives (including transportation)
5.8% laborers
14.5% farmers or ranchers
0.6% in service (Army, Navy, etc.)
6. If you are married, what is your spouse's occupation?
14.2% professional or technical
2.2% managerial or administrative
4.5% sales
6.0% clerical
9.0% retired
0.0% in school (student)
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47.8% keeping house
0.0% unemployed
3.7% crafts
6.0% operatives (including transportation)
2.2% laborers
3.7% farmers or ranchers
0.0% in service (Army, Navy, etc.)
7. Are you...
76.2% currently married
9.9% widowed
6.1% divorced
0.0% separated
7.8% single, never been married
8. How many years of school have you completed?
7.2% 1 to 8 years
13.3% 9 to 12 years
18.2% high school diploma
28.2% some college or trade school
12.7% college diploma
20.5% graduate work
9. What do you estimate is your total household income per year from all
sources before taxes?
5.2% below $5,000
13.3% $5,000 to $10,000
19.7% $10,000 to $15,000
19.1% $15,000 to $20,000
15.6% $20,000 to $25,000
27.2% above $25,000
10. Which of these categories come closest to the type of place you live?
5.6% in the open country, but not on a farm or ranch
17.8% on a farm or ranch
29.4% in a small town (less than 15,000)
10.0% in a small city (15,000 to 50,000)
12.8% in a medium-sized city (50K to 250K - Lincoln)
4.4% in a suburb near a large city
20.0% in a large city (over 250,000 - Omaha)
11. Do you consider yourself...
2.3% American Indian
1.7% Black
0.6% Mexican-American
95.6% White
12. How many people are currently living in your household including (if any)
relatives, children, boarders, and non-related individuals?
14.0% one
35.4% two
18.0% three
21.3% four
8.4% five
1.7% six
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1.1% seven
0.5% eight or more
13. Altogether, how many children have you ever had, including adopted
children?
14.7% none
14.7% one
27.1% two
22.0% three
11.3% four
5.1% five
2.3% six
2.8 % seven or more
14. How many children have you adopted?
93.1% none
5.1% one
0.6% two
0.6% three
0.0% four
0.6% five
0.0% six
0.0% seven or more
15. Altogether, how many times have you been married?
9.4% never
78.9% once
10.6% twice
0.6% three times
0.6% four time
0.0% five or more times
